**THE VERSATILE RT490**

Versatile is proud to introduce the new RT490 combine. Powered by a 490 hp Cummins engine, the new combine carries the same traits of simplicity and reliability you’ve always expected from a Versatile. A unique rotor design and impressive threshing capacity allow the RT490 to perform at the top of its class.

**Rotating Concave Rotary** The rotor threshing system used on the Versatile RT490 combine, RCR (Rotating Concave Rotary), makes the combine particularly productive when used on high-yield fields, while at the same time is able to harvest in the toughest conditions.

The system provides for the following:
- Steady operation in high humidity or when processing tangled crop
- Prevention of inclined chamber clogging
- Self-cleaning concave
- Prevents straw from building up in the concave
- Improved crop feeding for threshing
- More active threshing and separation
- Reduced grain shattering
- Minimum number of adjustments for harvesting various crops
- Improved reliability


- The inclined beater chamber levels and uniformly spreads the mass arriving at the rotor.
- The rotating concave provides high-quality threshing over the entire rotor surface.
- The continuously variable drive ensures the most suitable threshing parameters for each particular crop.